
Objective [1.2]-Problems 
Identify the “input” and “output” to a functional relationship including all relevant vocabulary  

(e.g. independent and dependent variables, domain, range).  

In each relationship identify the input and the output sets 

Example-          “There is a relationship between income and demand for iphones” 

  Solution: 

      

-------------------------------- 

1.  There is a relationship between blood alcohol  level (BAC)and driving safety 

 

 

2.  Salary is commensurate with experience.   

 

3.    Time invested determines course grade. 
 

 
 
 
4.    Price of a product is related to demand for that product 
 

(note:  This is called the  “demand function”,  In economics demand (quantity) of a good is always the input and 
price the output, but many times the roles are reversed which will mostly be the case in this course) 
 
 
5.    Average unit cost of a product is determined by the units produced 
 

(This relationship is sometimes referred to at “the economy of scale”) 
 
6.   Shipping time affects customer satisfaction 
 

 
 
 

  

Input: “Income”         Output: “demand for iphones” 

Input: Blood Alchohol Level (BAC) Output: Driving Safety 

Input: Experience Output: Salary 

Input: Time invested Output: Course Grade 

Input: Demand for a product Output: price 

Input: units produced Output: Average unit cost of a product 

Input: Shipping time Output: customer satisfaction 



Given the following input and output set write in English in three ways the relationship.   

PLet the 1
st

 and 2
nd

 response be just like in the example, but make your 3
rd

 response read different in each one.  

Remember the notes have many possible examples of how you could say this.  Try them all or better yet think of 

others 

Example-            Input: “Unemployment Rate”          Output:  “Poverty Rate” 

Answers 

1. “There is a relationship between unemployment rate and poverty rate” 

2. “Poverty rate is a function of the unemployment rate” 

3.  The Poverty rate is affected by the unemployment rate”  (note: do NOT use “affected by” in any other answer) 
 

 

7.              Input: “How long a product has been on the market”          Output:  “market saturation at a given price” 

1.  There is a relationship between how long a product has been on the market and market saturation at a given 

price. 
2.  Market saturation at a given price is a function of  how long a product has been on the market 

3.  How long a product has been on the market at a given price will determine the level of market saturation 
 

8.              Input: “motivation level”          Output:  “number of objectives mastered” 

1.  There is a relationship between motivation level and number of objectives mastered 

2.  The number of objectives mastered is a function of the motivation level 
3.  Motivation level has a strong bearing on the number of objectives mastered   (one of many possibilities) 
 

9.    Input:  course grade      Output:   student satisfaction 
 
 

1. There is a relationship between course grade and student satisfaction 

2.  Student satisfaction is a function of their course grade. 

3.   Student satisfaction is tied to course grade    
 
 
 
10.    Input: Perceived Value     Output: Repeat business 
 

1.  There is a relationship between perceived value and repeat business 

2.   Repeat business is a function of perceived value 
3.   Customers repeat their business mainly based on the perceived value of the item or service purchased  

(one of many possibilities, what was yours??) 
 
  



 
11.   Input:  advertising expenditures  Output:  Sales  
 

1.  There is a relationship between advertising expenditures and sales 

2.  Sales are a function of advertising expenditures 

3.  The level of advertising expenditures will influence sales  (one of many possibilities, what was yours??) 
 
 
12.    Input : The purchasing manager’s index (PMI)      Output: Unemployment 
 

1.  The is a relationship between PMI and unemployment 

2.  Unemployment is a function of PMI 

3.  PMI and unemployment are related  (one of many possibilities, what was yours??) 
 

Take the following terms and place them in the appropriate columns   

Each row should correspond to a related pair. 

Ordinate, Dependent Variable, Horizontal axis,  Independent Variable,   

Range,  Abscissa, Vertical Axis, Domain. 

13. 

INPUT 
Horizontal axis (on a Cartesian graph)  
Abscissa  
Independent Variable  
Domain 

OUTPUT 
Vertical Axis (on a Cartesian graph) 
Ordinate 
Dependent Variable 
Range 

 

 

Identify the natural domain and domain  for the given relationship and model function. 

Example:   

Relationship: There is a relationship between blood alcohol  level (BAC)and driving safety 

Model Function:  linear 

Natural Domain of Model 
Function: 

The domain of a linear function is all real numbers 

Restricted Domain of Relationship: *0,0.4+  Negative BAC’s make no sense and  those above 0.4% are 
lethal so no need to include numbers greater than that! 

 

14. Relationship:       There is a relationship between course grade and student satisfaction 

 Model Function:    linear 

Natural Domain of Model Function:  The domain of a linear function is all real numbers 
Restricted Domain of Relationship: [0,4]  Course grades at EDCC are based on a scale of 0 to 4 

 


